
Setting and Operating the Robic M691 as an Officials Game and Play Timer 

 

If the timer is Off (no digits appear), press any button to turn the M691 On. Numbers will appear. 

Press “A” to select TIMER Mode…IF “PC” appears in the lower left of the display, press “A” until “PC” 

disappears. You are now in the TIMER mode. 

You can input one or two preset countdown times.  Press “C” a few times; “AU” will appear and 

disappear.  When “AU” appears, a Single time (in the lower row) will count down.  If “AU” does not 

appear, two times (upper and lower row) will count down sequentially…first the bottom row, then the 

top. 

Press and hold “B” for 3 seconds and the number in the upper left starts to flash.   Set the value of this 

to 1 by pressing “D” to decrease or “E” to increase. Now, press “B” again and set the seconds of the 

lower row by pressing “D” to decrease the value or “E” to increase the value.  Continue to press “B” to 

select and “D” or “E” to set the times (minutes and seconds). 

Refer to the instructions about setting the Alarm Sounds and/or Vibration options to your preference. 

Start and Stop the Timer by pressing “E”; Reset the timer by Pressing “D”. Select single (“AU”) or double 

timer function by pressing “C”.  Once the time counts down, the timer will automatically reset to the 

pre-set time(s). 

Examples:  for 25 and 40 second countdown options:  Set the lower row to 25 seconds and the upper 

row to 15 seconds.  For 20 and 60 second countdown options: set the lower row to 20 seconds and the 

upper row to 40 seconds.    Select “AU” if you only want a single time to countdown (lower row). 

Turn off the M691 by pressing and holding “C” for > 3 seconds. 

 

The M691 is not water resistant…in a rain storm, put the timer in a clear plastic “baggie” and place 

inside your pants pocket. 

 


